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ABSTRACT
This thesis looks at the modern recontextualization of the illuminated book. Utilizing an
interdisciplinary approach to English literature and the arts, it illustrates the dialectic between
word and image. In my writing, I explore artists’ books as a physical representation of the
constant dialogue of the verbal-visual relationship and how they affect each other. In this
endeavor, I create an artist book, a modern bestiary that alludes to the myths and folklore of the
Indo-Caribbean, specific to the country of Guyana.
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THE PRECEDENT OF ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS
An illuminated book is a manuscript that grounds itself in the verbal and the visual realm.
The illuminated manuscript found its foothold as early as the sixth century. These texts breed the
text and image relationship, displaying their interaction through a variation in layout and
constant and consistent dialogue. Beside each other, the possibilities are multiple in meaning, an
endless array in their interpretations of being read. The discussion created from the give and take
of the verbal and the visual gives way to limitless interactions of ideas. The interconnection
between the text and image is readily available, manifesting itself in its earliest examples, dating
back to the 4th century. These early depictions of illuminated manuscripts include the Vienna
Genesis and The Vatican Virgil. As the oldest manuscript that depicts biblical scenes, Vienna
Genesis was readily “adopted by the Christians as the preferred medium for scripture.” As the
favored medium, “not only was it easier to read and store, but it made a visual connection
between the Gospels and the rest of the New Testament that was in stark contrast to the [prior]
scroll format,” as imparted by Margaret Ann Zaho, art historian (170). The scripture and
adjoining illumination increase text clarity; the visual connection ensures the message is
comprehensible.
The image below is the miniature and scripture of “Rebecca and Eliezer at the Well,”
written in silver ink on vellum. There are “two different episodes [that] appear in this scene, [an]
example of the use of continuous narrative,” which the verbal-visual relationship constantly
reinforces (Zaho 171). Like the continuous narrative the image offers—of Rebecca and Eliezer—
another narrative is present in the text and image relationship. This narrative works in the give
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and take of the text as it relates to the image and as the miniature illuminates the text—a
consistent, fruitful dialogue.

Figure 1: “Rebecca and Eliezer at the Well,” page from the Vienna Genesis, fol. 7v, early 6 th century.
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Contrarily, there is a need for illuminated books to rise again in the modern era. As seen
through the first, oldest manuscripts, a rich discussion exists within the verbal and the visual
relationship. By example, William Blake revived this interaction in his engravings and etchings
that culminated in his illuminated printing.1 As past illuminated manuscripts may have informed
the reader on ideas of myth and religion, newfound illuminated books may seek to inspire a
resurgence in the printed, physical book. In the digital age, books are readily available via the
Internet in multiple formats, such as EPUB and PDF. However, in their digitization, the tactile
and organic relationship between the book and the reader becomes lost. In creating a modern
illuminated book that speaks towards this relationship, the reader will have a physical copy in
their hands, seeing the dialogue flourish before their eyes. There is a gap within the scholarship
on this modern-day context of an illuminated manuscript—past scholarship focuses on
illuminated books in their first form rather than their transformation over time.
The creation of a modern illuminated book that one can physically hold, encompassing
the subject’s material, literally and figuratively, cannot be understated. Rather than simply
speaking to the text and image relationship, creating a book presents a substantive example of
interaction and formation. However, this becomes two-fold—“The physical is a thoroughly
metaphysical concept; the concrete is…the most abstract concept we have; bodies are spiritual
entities…things are evanescent, multistable appearances; and matter, as we have known since
ancient materialists, is a ‘lyric substance…’” in which the physical book provides actualized
abstractions that speak to the metaphysical, to the signification of the interaction between the
verbal-visual and the reader (Mitchell, What Do Pictures Want? 171).

1

Poet, printmaker, and painter, William Blake was concurrently a writer and visual artist. See David V. Erdman,
The Complete Poetry and Prose of William Blake (Anchor Books, 1982) for more of his works.
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Recreations of these illuminated manuscripts tend to mirror the past books rather than
reinvent them for today’s times. As opposed to mere illuminations alongside the text, a modern
context will allow for multiple lines of dialogues to be created at a moment’s notice, like Aby
Warburg’s Atlas, in which the reading methods push the audience to interact with the text,
engaging with the imagery and encouraging new lines of thought. The reader will constantly
reinvent their verbal and visual presuppositions, aiding in newfound ideation. Illuminating and
analyzing this process through the lens of picture theory will highlight our world today rather
than the recreation of similar, original works to offer promising results. Through the lens of these
literary theories, a new version of an illuminated book will be invoked, actively allowing the
reader to participate in the steady stream of dialogue already present.
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PERPETUAL PICTURE THEORY: DIALECTIC OF THE VERBALVISUAL
Mitchell provides a sharp starting point on the text and image relationship, denoting the
difference between image and text and how their interaction allows the audience to discern the
artistic representations of visibility against the invisible world of text. Mitchell writes:
Words and images seem inevitable to become implicated in a “war of signs….” Equally
important, each art characterizes itself in opposition to its “significant other.” Thus,
poetry, or verbal expression in general, sees its signs as arbitrary and conventional—that
is, “unnatural” in contrast to the natural signs of imagery. Painting sees itself as uniquely
fitted for the representation of the visible world, whereas poetry is primarily concerned
with the invisible realm of thoughts and feelings. (Iconology 47-48)
In the relationship between the verbal and the visual, they are distinctly opposite. The opposition
present creates the “war of signs,” working with and against one another to create the sign in
their signifier and signified relationship. Similarly, to a visual thinker versus a verbal thinker,
both ways of thinking coexist together, struggling for dominance despite the preference for one
over the other. In this constant war, the unnatural and natural are synthesized, balanced enough
so that the reader may resonate and participate with both ends of the spectrum simultaneously.
This definition of word and image as signifier and signified, leading to signification, will further
my research, exemplifying the dialogue between text and image. In the give and take of that
relationship, the signification in the representation of word and image synthesizes the visible and
invisible.
Mitchell’s Picture Theory highlights an essential piece of artwork that captures the
essence of the signifier and the signified—it is encapsulated in the analysis of René Magritte’s
5

The Treason of Images (1929). Magritte’s image actively serves as an example of how the
audience may read a text and image. When discussing signs, it is the quintessential artwork,
clearly exemplifying the verbal-visual relationship by including text and image.
[Subversion] of the “natural attitude” towards pictures is the least important of its
objectives. The picture is not aimed at people who believe that pictures transparently
represent objects, much less those who are “taken in” by pictorial illusions. It addresses
the much more fundamental issue of the relation between pictures and texts and those
who believe they know what that relation is, who think they know what to say about
pictures, what pictures say. (Mitchell, Picture Theory 67)
What Mitchell emphasizes here is that our society tends to be predisposed to what images and
texts entail. Most readers believe that the interaction between the verbal and visual is the simple
placement of block text and a photo on the page, but a modern illuminated book will write
against the presumed organization of the page, adding to the relationship already present.
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Figure 2: The Treason of Images (Les trahisons des images), René Magritte, 1929.

There is power in a book. Like the first illuminated manuscript containing classical
literature of Greek myth, The Vatican Virgil, the power classical literature holds continues into
the modern age. Numerous retellings of classical literature have come into resurgence, mirroring
the “retelling” this illuminated book will have in its current context. In Atlas or the Anxious Gay
Science by Georges Didi-Hubermann, he analyzes a portion of Warburg’s modern Atlas, a
collection of images and artwork on panels that illustrate the multitude of interpretations of
connections and expressions. The juxtaposition of the Atlas generates a reading and pictures of
disparate parts, disseminating them to create a larger whole, as the dialectic of the verbal-visual
produces in an illuminated book. Didi-Hubermann surveys part of the Atlas in the myth of the
Titan Atlas, focusing on “dynamography, a notion founded on the permanent, even suspenseful
7

play of constantly moving polarities in conflict or in reciprocal transformations. An interesting
image for Warburg’s eyes, and our eyes today, is always a dialectical image,” precisely what a
modern illuminated book will seek to do (72). The war of signs, polarities, and transformations
underly the visual-verbal relationship.
Warburg’s Atlas provides a compelling example of what a modern illuminated book will
seek “to observe experimentally, the ‘dynomography’ of this figure through different historic and
ideological contexts…between these two extremes, the history of images offers an extraordinary
range of versions, of bifurcations, of inversions, and even perversions,” and in those extremes of
historicism and ideology, alongside Atlas’ support of the entire world, juxtaposed by the “weight
of the celestial vault,” there is a constant dialogue that Warburg fabricates through multiple parts
speaking to the larger whole (Didi-Hubermann 75). As shown in the first illuminated manuscript
and Warburg’s Atlas, the power of classical literature underlies the importance of books and a
newfound modern illuminated book. Warburg’s concept of the Iconology of Intervals lives in
that space between the text and the image, capitalizing on the spectator’s subjectivity and their
own interpretations. Moreover, that interval creates an encounter between the viewer and the
object, an experience that reflects the referential nature of the text and image themselves. The
Iconology of Intervals provides a measure of a myriad of possibilities and ideas that come to
fruition through continuous narratives. The modern illuminated book will maximize this concept,
both in the layout of its content, similarly to Atlas, and the way it is perceived through intervals.
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Figure 3: Mnemosyne Atlas, Panel 2, Aby Warburg, 1929.

W.J.T Mitchell’s interpretation of illuminated books enters a dialogue with critic Mike
Goode who speaks to the idea that instead of looking at these manuscripts as a composite object,
we must look towards them to assess the meanings derived from the word and image, instilling
new lines of thought. Such a book’s creation becomes more than an apparatus for reading but
instead “[challenges] their readers to conceive of the illuminated books less as objects created for
individuals than as agents in their own right, as viral life-forms with their own, encoded
historicity” that stands alone to illustrate the direct verbal-visual relationship (Goode 29).
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Individuals may impart meaning to the contents, but this only adds to the book’s life form. The
illuminated book continues to develop and breathe beyond the spectator’s interpretation, but this
works in favor of the viewer. They can come back and look at the text and images with a fresh
pair of eyes each time. The beauty of literature and art lies in their ability to impart meaning to
the audience every time it is interacted with. New ideas form from the past; past ideas inform the
newfound ideas. In the shared conveyance of literature and art with others, of the verbal and the
visual, we may also derive pregnant interpretations. Goode supports this by saying that “these
agents express themselves through whoever happens to read them, thereby improving sensual
enjoyment and displaying the world’s infinitude not so much for anyone kind of person but
because of every kind of person,” further exemplifying the application of the illuminated book to
that of society, and its people (29).
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THE MODERN ILLUMINATED BOOK: ARTISTS’ BOOKS
A modern illuminated book can take on various forms and contexts, especially when
regarding its predecessors. Like the Vienna Genesis and The Vatican Virgil that have come
before, they inform what we now perceive as a modern elucidation of the verbal and visual
relationship. The text and image constantly engage in a dialogue with one another, each
illuminating the other as the reader interacts with the work. This idea presents itself clearly in
applying artists’ books or the discipline of book arts.
Artists’ books have been prevalent as early as history allows, but not in the modern-day
connotation that we may think. Before artists’ books came, illuminated manuscripts developed
over time, and artists’ books became separate entities. Johanna Drucker, a book artist herself,
shares the idea that “there is no doubt that the artist’s book became a developed art form in the
20th century. In many ways, it could be argued that the artist’s book is the quintessential 20thcentury artform,” a standout, compelling statement to make (1). Drucker produces this statement
on the first page of her book, The Century of Artists’ Books, illuminating the importance of this
art form from the very start of the critical work. Critic Mike Goode understood this art form well,
as he defined the idea that William Blake’s verbal-visual texts hold “significance in Blake’s day
by approaching their openness…as if they might be realizing potentials latent in the historicity of
their form and design as verbal-visual objects,” commenting on the form before it gave way to a
modern version today (7). Illuminated books that have sought to define the relationship between
the text and image often create a push and pull seen even in the modern-day recontextualization
of an artist’s book. Anne L. Burkhart comments that “some authors assert that the poet William
Blake made the earliest artists’ books… Blake wrote, printed, hand-colored, and published his
unique works in the form of books. His ‘illuminated printing,’ as he termed it, orchestrated
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flowing handwritten text with robust, sinuous drawings,” further emphasizing the antecedent
nature of this art form that informs its conceptualization today (250).
Today’s bookmaking practices include many different binding and creation methods,
serving multiple purposes in their applied visualization. It provides a necessary framework for
understanding illuminated books that had come before and allowed for bookmaking and
illuminated manuscript reconceptualization today. Illuminated manuscripts have consistently
solicited feelings of sensory and experiential participation in the text, and artists’ books do the
same today. It is communicative in a way that must be experienced and guide the involvement of
the text, to foster and grow new ideas of the concept itself and its methodology. I aim to
deconstruct the notions of text and image by creating my own illuminated book that shows this
relationship and allows the audience to see it at work in close observation. I will look to these
critics to dissect this relationship further and demonstrate this relationship through an artist book
that I have created thus far.
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TRAJECTORY AS METHODOLOGY: NAVIGATING “TRANSPARENT
TRANQUILITY”
In April 2021, I created the artist book “Transparent Tranquility.” I sought to create a
book through the methodology of book arts and display the verbal-visual relationship in which
the viewer may actively participate in its dialogue. My artist statement reads:
My piece is a representation of a koi fish pond. I wanted to create and evoke the feeling
of a tranquil atmosphere as you look at the book. In looking through the depths of the
pond, it aids in thought and reflection – ideas that are essential for the growth we all
experience in life. Accompanied by the peaceful koi are words and whispers of those
words that enable self-reflection. Like the transparency of material used, these words and
images mirror the honest periods of reflection we must have for ourselves on our journey
of self-actualization. (Ganeshram)
The book itself resides in a handmade box, befitted with green book cloth and textured, a mossy
paper that carries a fabric-like quality. Surrounding the pond is more of the moss, making the
viewer feel as though they are genuinely on the banks of a koi pond. The lid of the box is cut out
into an oval shape, mirroring the form of a pond as one would see in natural life. The pond is
crystal clear as the audience peers in to further reveal the artist’s book.
Utilizing transparent material, I painted several different aspects of a koi pond and bound
the book with bamboo so they would stack on top of one another. The resulting effect is the
viewer participating in looking upon the depths of a koi pond, perceiving the numerous koi fish,
rocks, pebbles, lily pads, lotus flowers, and the like. The audience’s visibility into the pond is
layered, much like the experience they would derive from it.
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Figure 4: “Transparent Tranquility,” Shannon Ganeshram, 2021.

Beyond this interactivity, it goes a step further to reveal the book itself. The box is made
from davey board and bookbinding cloth. The color of the bookbinding cloth is blue-green,
which gives way to both the greenery of the banks and the blueness of the water. I wanted to
make the box a part of the illumination of the book rather than a form that simply housed it.
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Thus, I thought to cut out the center of the lid of the box so that it became multipurpose in form
and function. The oval shape illustrates the shape of a natural pond and creates an added layer
that almost serves as the banks that one might find themselves standing upon. When the box is
opened, the same material used to create the book itself lays on the underside of the lid, giving
way to the idea of water. The blue-green endpaper and paper of the book are torn softly at the
edges of the oval, simulating the feeling of soft waves of water. Once the box is opened, with an
endpaper befitting the color and movement of a pond above and more of the moss on the base,
the book nestles between the endpapers. As mentioned earlier, the physical book consists of the
same blue, water-like paper used as the endpaper. It is bound in a piano hinge binding, secured
by small pieces of bamboo to add to the experience and immersion of the book. Like bamboo
found on the edge of a koi pond, the viewer is met with natural bamboo to elucidate further the
experience of being present at a pond.
The koi fish is delicately hand-painted, down to their scales and flowing fins. Similar to
Blake’s work, my book is “illuminated by means of water-based paint…to keep the colors vivid
and simple.” (Drucker 23). Once the viewer picks up the book, they can expand it to unfurl into
individual panels and stand upright on the bamboo. The piano hinge binding aids the viewer in
seeing the book thoroughly. It can be fully opened so the panels are in line with one another, or it
can be molded so that it is accordion style. Drucker puts it succinctly: “The independent spaces
of text and image exist in a dialogic relation to each other, often losing their autonomy in the
interlacing of border motifs with the letters of the text, the drawn form of the regular, small
writing imbued with a liveliness of touch which invariably resonates with the sinews of line
which inscribe the visual forms of the image” (25). The text and image of this artist’s book come
together to synthesize the individual’s lived experience. They are in constant communication
15

with each other, just as the individual consistently communicates with themselves via their
internal dialogue. Knowingly or unknowingly, they find themselves engaging with the pond, and
to a further extent, with themselves. This is the beauty of the interaction one can have with
nature. It allows for introspection at every juncture, aiding in thoughtfulness one may wish to
have. Any way that the audience chooses to interact with the book, they will find value at every
moment.
The audience is literally unraveling the layers of the pond, leaning further into the
introspection that naturally comes with peering in. The book goes a step beyond peering into the
depths; as with a natural pond, people cannot interact with the pond lest they disturb the stillness
and tranquility that it creates. They may wade in, but the koi fish will swim towards the banks,
the lily pads and rocks will be displaced, and the natural stillness with nature is disrupted. With
my book, the audience has full transparency of the pond and its inner workings. They can see
each layer for what it is and what it contains, much like the introspection they will have for
themselves. With “the capacity [of mobilizing] the space of the page, the tones of the paper, the
colors of ink and paint, to perform a drama of monumental proportions within the relatively
small scale of [the book] demonstrates an understanding of the book’s communicative power”
(Drucker 25). The paintings of the koi, the lily pads, the rocks, the pebbles, and more were
created to keep visibility in mind. The same is true of the transparency of the crystal-clear
material. Again, the tone of the papers, book cloth, and fabric all aid in the performativity of the
piece. They were selected to keep the experience at the forefront of the interaction between the
individual and the artist book. The colors of the paint were also chosen to make the images as
lifelike as possible. Down to the individual scales of the koi, the paint forms the image wholly.
Even the ink of the words and their transparency were selected carefully. The starkness of the
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black ink and its finiteness against the utter clearness of the water creates a unique juxtaposition
that speaks to the duality of human existence. The words that filter through the water are solid
and steadfast, imprinting themselves in the individual’s mind as if their thoughts have manifested
themselves. Their thoughts and feelings are reflected back to them throughout the process. It can
be displayed and interacted with from many different levels- from laying in the box to portraying
the pond, being picked up and observed, and being opened and contemplated upon. However the
individual chooses to interact with the illuminated book, they will leave with a sense of
wonderment, as if they were really there.
While the imagery is rife throughout the entire experience of the book, the words also aid
the audience in how they read it. Words like “peace,” “adventure,” “grow,” “think,” and
“wander” allow the viewers to derive meaning from the book in whatever way they deem fit. In
their interaction and the verbal and visual interaction of this artist’s book, they can look back
upon their own experiences and reflect on them, as one tends to do in nature. As Blake affirms,
“[he] believed that each individual had their own vision of the world, sense of values, and
structure of belief,” which gives way to differing ideas of interpretation (Drucker 23). It creates a
sense of wholeness, reflection, and the full circle of life that each individual experiences. The
many pages of the book develop an embodiment of the layered human existence and all it entails.
Our memories, experiences, joys, and the like shape our existence, and this book fosters that
idea. The book itself, with its individual panels and pages, “have independent spaces of text and
image [that] exist in a dialogic relation to each other…the page is a whole, its divisions
interlocked and relational, and each page anticipates and fulfills its place in the sequence of the
whole. The effect is one of unity, not monotony…” that comments on the individual’s experience
(Drucker 25). Drucker writes about these factors relating to Blake’s illuminations, and they show
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how they are still readily applicable to modern-day artists’ books. The verbal and the visual
relationship work in tandem to generate new lines of thought and imagery for the audience.
Burkhart stresses the importance of categorizing artists’ books for viewers who may be
unfamiliar with its content and purpose. She lists some examples of the frameworks they may
fall into, such as powerful objects and assemblages. “Transparent Tranquility” can be defined by
these categories but is not limited to its categorization. She describes powerful object books as
“emanating a powerful aura because of their physical presence, which is sometimes coupled with
symbolic associations…these works depend on their physical presence and/or symbolic
associations to convey meaning. Many of these books are one-of-a-kind,” as “Transparent
Tranquility” is (Burkhart 253). The book itself commands a powerful presence; even as it rests in
the box, it is contained in. This particular book is also one of a kind, a special edition that there
only exists one of. It was not made in an edition, as some artist books are. Not all artist books
come with a box, but in this case, the box adds to the overall experience and enjoyment one can
partake in reading this book. Without the box, the book could possibly stand on its own, literally,
but it aids in the experience to have it be a more significant part of the whole. The cutout on the
top lid gives way to the contents of the book below and encloses it in its own idea of a pond,
creating the banks and the water’s edge. Its presence is upheld as it is lifted out of the box,
opened, and sprawled across a flat surface. While it can be read on its back, unfurling the pages
and panels builds a sense of wonder and intrigue, making the viewer investigates themselves
deeper as well. The words held suspended in the representative water float on the surface,
deriving from each viewer’s symbolic associations.
The framework for assemblages “are compilations of artwork and/or other materials”
(Burkhart 257). The materials used in “Transparent Tranquility” are all sourced to invoke the
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thought and reflection to be experienced when reading the book. All the materials are multisensory, each holding a more profound significance. The mossy, fabric-like paper imitates the
banks that a koi pond may reside nearby. It is textured, feathery, and light as if it were real moss
under your fingertips. The turquoise blue paper is handmade and shows natural flaws of the
paper-making process, with a pattern that simulates the movement of flowing water. The bamboo
falls into the theme of the koi pond as something you may find just beyond the pond. It is also
authentic bamboo, rather than sticks, which you may be able to substitute for the real thing. The
transparent material on which the subjects are painted speaks to the clarity that a pond may have
or the lucidity that one may attain when looking at a pond in nature. While a pond may tend to be
murky, its clear representation speaks deeply to the period of reflections that come with its
observation. Like murky times in life, the water will eventually clear and bring forth selfreflection.
The relationship of the verbal-visual is simultaneously reconciling and dissecting itself
when working in conjunction. The simultaneous underpinnings are found in the very first
illuminated manuscripts but continue to find their foothold and reign over the present-day artists’
books. For example, “Transparent Tranquility” invokes a multi-layered, multi-faceted approach
to an experiential and immersive experience. Like Aby Warburg’s Atlas, multiple narratives are
produced and reproduced as the audience interacts with the text and image. The viewer supports
this idea, especially as books are re-invented to procure different methods of reading and
involvement. Artists’ books can take a variety of forms, each supplanting a distinct finding that
the audience may have. As Blake creates in his illuminated books, there is a “[development of a]
association between sensory, spiritual, and textual synthesis in [its] depiction,” found across
artists’ books today (Mitchell, Picture Theory 142). Individuals creating their own experiences
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with such illuminations and artist books help define its presence, meaning, and importance every
time they interact. They are constantly and consistently reinventing themselves and their
meaning to the individual who interacts with them. Rather than a piece of art behind a rope, it
can be touched and played with, changing the experience each time it comes to fruition.
“Transparent Tranquility” will give way to differing experiences each time a person deigns to
interact with it, much like illuminated books generate different meanings for those that have
gravitated towards the concept and its material counterpart. The visual-verbal relationship is
alive and well in the modern-day and continues to be progressive as society advances and as
more modern illuminated books are created. Continuing beyond this exemplification of my first
artist book, I aim to show the dialogue of the word and image beyond its former materialization.
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BESTIARIES, INDO-CARIBBEAN MYTHS, AND FOLKLORE
In writing about the manifestation of illuminated books, one must also consider a genre
of illuminated books of importance from the Middle Ages, the bestiary. A bestiary is a “book of
beasts” spoken of in literature. They contained beasts of real nature and ones of myth, usually
supported by some maxims along the way. Not only did they have stories of beasts, but flora and
fauna as well. They were comprised of beautiful illuminations encased in gold foil on the page.
They were “one of the most popular illuminated book types in Northern Europe from around
1180 to 1300. They portrayed not only imaginary creatures such as the unicorn, the siren, and the
griffin…but also exotic beasts,” much like the beasts that I will discuss (Morrison 4). Many
kinds of bestiaries speak to the beasts that we all have heard of, but I aim to express and
illuminate beasts that the general public may not be aware of. As a Guyanese-American, I have
grown up with stories of jumbies, what the Indo-Caribbean calls beasts. My fondest memories
include my cousins and I gathered around our living room floors, plastic chairs in the open
garage, or the like as one of our elder family members told us the story of the jumbies they had
personally witnessed in their time at their home country, where the younger generation has not
visited yet. In recontextualizing the illuminated book in a modern context, bestiaries serve as a
bountiful point of reference to bring light to beasts that still reside in the modern-day country of
Guyana. The verbal-visual relationship is alive and well regarding myths and maxims
accompanying these beasts and their illuminations. My art aims to give way to this relationship
well through printmaking and bookbinding methods used to create an artist’s book. The maxims
that a Guyanese-American has heard throughout their lives are bountiful. These sayings are
branded in their minds, and in their mind’s eye, there is an image of association with the beast or
object that caused it. My art makes this relationship real so that the reader may interact with the
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connection themselves.
The importance of providing a context to these cultural beasts of myth cannot be
understated. In conducting my research for this thesis and to garner a better understanding of
these beasts’ role in literature, there was not much to sift through. These are myths and fables
from word of mouth, carried generationally as men and women grow older. In this pursuit, I will
be analyzing three short stories that speak to the fables and myths of the Guyanese beasts and
their place in a modern book of beasts and the text-image relationship that comes to
materialization through this endeavor.
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OLE HIGUE IN NALO HOPKINSON’S “GREEDY CHOKE PUPPY”
Nalo Hopkinson’s short story, “Greedy Choke Puppy,” contextualizes one of these
beasts—a soucouyant, Ole Higue, or Fire Rass as known in Guyana. The story follows Jacky, an
ole higue “old hag, or witch woman” in the making (Hopkinson 174). She is an “old, eviltempered woman who removes her skin at night, hides it, and then changes into a ball of fire”
that soars through the sky, feasting on babies (Hopkinson 174). It is a folktale reminiscent of
vampire myths. As the resident ole higue of the story, Jacky is thirsting for more life. She is at
odds with her human life, her blood going hotter by the day as she does not get into the
relationship that she wishes for or has her own baby. Instead of sucking for blood like vampires
do, Jacky sucks the life from babies, who would have had so much life left to live if not at her
hand. For example, Jacky is writing her thesis paper on folklore in the Caribbean, conducting
research, particularly on the ole higue as she becomes one herself, through greed and jealousy.
The short story’s format segues from the events at hand to Jacky’s first-person, ole higue self, to
the research quotes of the myth of ole higue. Jacky transforms into ole higue one night,
unknowingly to her human self, and drinks up the lifeblood of her friends’ newborn baby,
saying, "nice baby boy, so fat. Drink, soucouyant. Suck in the warm, warm life. God, it sweet. It
sweet can’t done. It sweet. No more? I drink all already? But what a way this baby dead fast!”
(Hopkinson 177). All the while, living with her grandmother, Granny, she continuously
transforms into the ole higue in the dead of night when other duppies and jumbies are out to play.
Granny eventually figures it out, relaying that “the soucouyant blood in all of we, all the women
in we family…we blood hot: hot for life, hot for youth. Loving does cool we down. Making life
does cool we down” (Hopkinson 180). In Hopkinson’s take on the folktale, it is surmised that ole
higues can cool down if provided with the proper faculties to do so.
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However, if they become out of control, one of the ways to find them out and be rid of
them is to “find her skin [that she sheds as she transforms into a ball of fire] and rub the raw side
with hot pepper and replace it in its hiding place. When she tries to put [her skin] back on, the
pain of the burning pepper will cause the demon to cry out and reveal herself” (Hopkinson 179).
This is how Granny reveals Jacky and ultimately kills her. This short story's word and image
dialectic is as stark as the bright ball of fire barreling through the sky. The reader can literally
imagine Jacky shedding her skin and flying through the sky, as she becomes more and more
frustrated with getting older and not finding a love to settle down with and have a baby.
In my artist book, I have created a star book, also known as a carousel book, that
illustrates the dialogue between certain oral traditions and folklore of the Caribbean. The primary
panel for the tale of the ole higue displays a baby mobile, a bassinet, and a baby crawling. These
are all facets of a nursery. The book is made from blue heavyweight cardstock to mirror the dark
blue of the night when such monsters come out to play. The star book comprises three layers,
one cutout layer that gives way to the silhouettes and a backing layer. The interior, middle layer
is lined with blue colored vellum paper, again reminiscent of the night. In creating an illuminated
book for this thesis, I aim to create a modern version of an illuminated book while being a take
on bestiaries of the past. The drawings and images of bestiaries illuminated the text, while the
text of my book is literally illuminated from within, twofold. On the outside layer, the viewer can
only see the baby, bassinet, and mobile. However, with the flick of a switch, the background of
the vellum paper glows, unveiling ole higue making her way towards the baby of the nursery.
These illuminations speak to the process of bookmaking and artist’s books over time, presenting
the rich dialogue of the text and image relationship within. The double layer of silhouettes
“brings together two temporalities, two worlds, two orders of reality that everything normally
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moves apart,” juxtaposing folklore and the real with word and image. (Didi-Hubermann 18).

Figure 5: “Modern Illuminated Book” shown in natural daylight. Shannon Ganeshram, 2022.
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Figure 6: “Modern Illuminated Book” illuminated from within. Shannon Ganeshram, 2022.
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MOONGAZER IN WENDY SHEARER’S “THE MOONGAZER”
Children from far and wide in Caribbean countries are regaled with tales of the
moongazer. It is a massive, long-legged creature with legs as wide as a roadway, its eyes glued to
the full moon as it appears in the sky. The moongazer will crush anyone who gets in the way of
his view. In Wendy Shearer’s book, African and Caribbean Folktales, Myths, and Legends, she
writes about a myriad of myths and monsters. Her short story “The Moongazer” reinvents the
idea of the moongazer, as people know. The short story’s foreword reads: “Across the Caribbean
countries, children are told about a giant ghostly figure that appears on the full moon night and
scares everyone in the villages. In this version of the tale from Guyana, the moongazer arrives
and causes panic and destruction, until one brave girl saves the day” (Shearer 78). That brave girl
is Cleo, who does not fear the moongazer like most others and endeavors to help him get to the
moon. One night in Parika village, alongside the Essequibo River, Cleo and her family encounter
the moongazer. While everyone else runs in the other direction to not get crushed, Cleo excitedly
runs toward to the moongazer but “rather than fear for her own safety, she was determined to
help the giant reach the moon,” contrasting the behavior of almost all others who had grown to
fear the moongazer (Shearer 79). The imagery for the panel of the moongazer shows the
silhouettes of the bright moon full in the sky, with a winding road and a young girl running
towards the moongazer, who is also illuminated once you turn on the light.
The star book orientation works wonderfully for an illuminated book because one can
view it like an accordion-style book with subsequent pages or as a carousel reminiscent of early
children’s books created in this style. Doing so allows the storytelling they have heard to
flourish, becoming “an object of knowledge and of contemplation for children [that speaks to]
the childhood of art” (Did-Hubermann 7).
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BACCOO IN MICHAEL JORDAN’S “THE BACCOO’S HALLOWEEN”
The baccoo is a leprechaun-like figure in the Caribbean. He is short, with big bulbous
eyes and a penchant for bananas and milk. It is said that they will bring you wealth and
protection, so long as you continue to feed them. The journalist Michael Jordan writes of the
baccoo in his short story “The Baccoo’s Halloween,” published in Guyana’s own Kaieteur News.
The short story centers on the baccoo, ole higue, and other monsters of myth on Halloween day.
They meet the narrator, and he recognizes the baccoo straightaway, much to the baccoo’s
delight. Suddenly, other creatures of Caribbean folklore appear, accompanying the baccoo. The
baccoo reminds the narrator of the date, October 31st. The narrator wishes them all a happy
Halloween, to which the baccoo screams, “‘I look at the TV this week. Ah see witch, ah see
leprechaun, ah see Dracula…ah see Abominable Snowman, ah see ghost-jumbie white cousin–’
He stopped, as if too overcome with rage to continue. I now understood. ‘But they leave y’all
out.’ ‘Yes,’ Bacco screamed. ‘where jumbie…where Ole Higue…moongazer?’” indicating that
no Guyanese monsters are shown on the television, or known to the public (Jordan). By creating
an illuminated book that showcases these creatures, they are highlighted constantly and given a
voice they might not otherwise have.
The panel for the baccoo displays a woman outdoors, amongst the night and bushes,
coming across a baccoo that is surrounded by bananas and milk bottles. The baccoo is
illuminated through the back panel of the carousel book but introduced to the reader prior,
through the representation of the milk and bananas. In creating an artist book that capitalizes on
the interaction of word and image, I give life to these Caribbean myths. Jordan’s Jumbie reminds
us that “‘Anything that isn’t cherished, nurtured, acknowledged, celebrated and valued, dies.
When the last you hear about Baccoo pelting a house, or somebody saying they see Ole
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Higue…when the stories about us die, we too will be cease to exist,’” and in creating an artist
book that depicts these monsters, I breathe life into their stories so that they may live on
(Jordan).
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THE VOYAGE OF THE VERBAL-VISUAL: THE CLOSE
The interaction between the verbal-visual comes alive in the illumination of my artist
book. By re-imagining a modern-day bestiary focused succinctly on Caribbean monsters of
myth, these folktales are reinvigorated and live on in the reader. The folklore that is passed down
from generations continues to evolve as artistry evolves, taking new forms as is fit. These beasts
are revered in Guyanese culture as one hears tales of each. In presenting this artist book as an
example of the ever-changing dialogue of word and image, new life is formed every time
interaction occurs. The sculptural nature of the star book allows the audience to “read the
movements of [myth] in visual configurations—like the constellations of stars—a fundamental
paradigm for all knowledge that seeks to extract the intelligible from the sensible” which mirrors
the structure of the star book (Didi-Hubermann 17). The book may be opened like an accordion,
like “Transparent Tranquility,” and read as a uniform book, but it is in its carousel form that the
cyclical nature of folklore becomes materialized. It is constantly changing, taking shape back and
forth from our lips to the page. The words of these myths speak to the images that are procured
out of these stories. As illuminated manuscripts are constantly evolving, the images illustrated in
them “have a corporeal, mnemonic, and votive character” as exemplified in the modern
illuminated book I have created (Didi-Hubermann 27).
Illuminated manuscripts, artist books, and the like have such power that they make a
point to remind us that “books are not absolutely dead things, but do contain a potency of life to
be as active as that soul whose progeny they are…they do preserve in a vial the purest efficacy
and extraction of that living intellect that bred them,” capitalizing on that inherent power as the
audience interacts with its form (Milton 618-19). While the author or artist holds a certain power
themselves in generating a structure of knowledge and the arts, the audience upholds that power
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and consistently remakes it anew in their reading. Like Warburg’s Atlas, themes and patterns
occur across all readings of a work one may make. The reader reinvigorates the work in
perpetuity, so as the creator does. The Baccoo tells the narrator of “The Baccoo’s Halloween” to
“keep writing about [them, the jumbies]… [to] keep [their] stories alive” (Jordan). By writing,
creating, reading, and interacting with texts that breed the verbal-visual relationship, we are
taken on a voyage that keeps these stories alive so that they may live forevermore, in the hearts
and minds of many others to come.
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